For the sixth summer edition in the Egmont Palace, flower art was put under the spotlight. Nestled between the beautiful park of the Sablon and the Egmont park, inspired by the English gardens with a number of exotic trees and plants, the Egmont Palace’s courtyard got its own vegetal art installation. The world-renowned floral artist Daniël Ost created a blast of positive energy together with his team. Described as a whirlwind of positive energy, this unique creation is composed of a spiral bamboo structure, surrounded by more than 1,000 Imperata cylindrical “Red Baron”, also known as Japanese blood grass. Daniël Ost, active around the globe, has a special connection with the Far East, and more specifically with Japan. Japanese materials and techniques are regularly used and applied in his creations, such as the black pebbles and an old Japanese technique of splitting bamboo. This “national bouquet” also breathes sophistication, perfectionism, beauty and spiritual peace.